1996 land rover discovery se7

Introduced in April , this compact Land Rover 4X4 was the first of its kind to contain airbags for
both the driver and front passenger. All-terrain, all-disc antilock brakes also are standard,
whereas all those safety items are absent from the Defender Just one body style is available: a
five-door wagon with five-speed manual shift and permanent four-wheel-drive. An automatic
transmission is optional. Beneath the hood of all models sits a new aluminum 4. Acceleration
isn't bad, but is accompanied by gear noise and other aural annoyances. New A-pillar tweeters
help the stereo to drown these sounds out for City cycle gas mileage has been improved, but
could be better. Sizable ground clearance 8. Though firm, the sport-utility's suspension delivers
a suitable ride, via inch Michelin or Goodyear tires. New body-side moldings, revised wheels,
and three new colors help differentiate the Discovery from those that preceded it. The driver sits
high -- three feet above the road surface. Rear passengers sit higher still, for a superior view.
Seating is available for seven, in the form of center-facing, stowable rear seats that come
standard on the SE7, but this is a five-passenger vehicle in SD and SE trim. Though roomy
enough, the Discovery holds fewer luxury fittings than might be expected in this price league.
Only a handful of options are available, including leather upholstery. The spare tire resides
outside. The driver and front passenger have improved adjustable lumbar supports, and enjoy
the benefits of dual-temperature control air conditioning. New dual eight-way power seats have
a fresh design, and front seats benefit from 20 mm of increased seat travel. A full-size glovebox
and four cupholders are included. Legendary off-road capabilities help make the
aluminum-bodied Discovery an attractive choice, augmented by safety equipment. If you expect
to drive mainly around the suburbs rather than through the woods, the Discovery's high center
of gravity and short wheelbase could be a drawback. The fact that a Discovery can ford a stream
up to On the other hand, friends and neighbors might applaud--or envy--the appearance of a
Land Rover on the block, even when it's achieving mundane tasks. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Land Rover Discovery. Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the
way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Three
new trim levels, a revised engine that gets better around-town fuel economy, new colors,
increased seat travel and new power seats sum up the changes for Read more. Write a review
See all 42 reviews. Bought to replace my '93 Jeep Grand Cherokee I much prefer this vehicle it's
without a doubt 'stylish', but my main objective its reputation as 'hardy', which it has show to be
from date of purchase to now. The redeeming quality of the Discovery is its absolute authority
offroad Fulltime 4wheel is a blessing, much better than my older Jeep. Read less. This
Landrover Discovery has been in the family for 12 years. At first it was a city slicker in lexington
KY then we moved to hazard KY. It spent about five more years as a daily driver to and from
work. Then we sold it. One year later we bought it back when we started to miss it. Good choice.
Then we started to fourwheel it on fourwheeler trails. It did better than any of our friends
Bronco, Jeep. We took all of the plastic out too. The Adventures of Anuqa. My Rover started out
hard Now this truck is far more than I would hope for in a 4WD. She'll take me places that scare
me to death, she's capable and sure footed, and she's apparently going to last forever. Just
what I wanted. See all 42 reviews of the Used Land Rover Discovery. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the Discovery. Sign Up.
Displaying 1 - 10 of Land Rover Discovery 10 reviews. I expected the 3. Brakes great, handles
like a 4x4 Bulid Quality: Very Good. Cheap to insure. Fun Factor: Would be fun to take off road,
is fun to drive round the country lanes, everyone gets out of your way. Pros: Good Driving
Position, great off road, good looking, spacious. Cons: Thirsty V8, usually very poor condition.
It has decent acceleration, not breathtaking, towing is slow, handling is OK. I think it looks
cooler then the Newer LR3, I think it looks tougher. It is a great vehicle for Off road! Pros: Want
a Land Rover that isn't really pricey. The next best thing would be a military tank. Geared for
torque, this truck does wonders out in the dirt trails. Be kind, rescue a Toyota out of the mud
with your Land Rover. The Discovery is clearly confident with it's simple yet elegant looks. This

scar is an adventure magnet. Fun to drive, and Very useful. Easy to work on. It's not huge but
it's still roomy inside the cabin or if you wanna fix it yourself, there's plenty of room in the
engine bay to comfortably maneuver to change out what ever part you want. It's worth every
penny whether you're going offroading, picking up supplies at home depot for a weekend
project or going out with 7 of your friends to a night club Pros: It fits me like a glove. You can
drive it in the mud and drive it to the opera. Cons: My mother seems to think it's "hard to get
into". I don't. Old Man Emu Lift Warn Winch on a cool Rover Time bumper Pros: - it's English so
it was super well appointed and despite the lift and aggressive tires,rode super plush! Cons: it's
English so it occasionaly didnt drive if it didnt want to and cared little that ou were late for work.
I Lurve It Build Quality- Well Fun factor- Show this thing a field or a few muddy hills etc and
you'll have a grin on your face for the rest of the day. Pros: Awesome off road ability and bloody
comfortable even has most Luxury mod-cons. The sound of that V8. It goes from A to B in
reasonable comfort but it comes to life in the mud. It shrugs of deep water, feet of mud and
brushes off run ins with tree with ease. Paint is pretty tough but the carpet in the footwells
doesnt like getting wet Pros: Getting to work in the snow or torrential rain. Great â€” dodgy
build, dodgy reliability but can go anywhere and people get out ur way, can carry anything
anywere, cost a goo hundred quid to fill but suprisingly good on fuel, if it get stuck move a lever
and it goes again. Good Soild Car â€” A solid car, not quick but thats not why i bought it lol.
Tows well and performs well off road and i've taken it to some challenging places. Its not bad to
run, it does about 30mpg which is not bad for a full time 4wd, not had many problems with it
even tho it does get abused alot. As for the fun factor Pros: Loads of room inside, a great tow
car, nice and solid. Primary Use: Utility towing boats, transporting cargo, etc. Cons: fuel costs
and high maintenance required Very Nice Ride â€” I like its over all versatility, able to go off
road, and stick to pavement in harsh weather conditoins. Repairs are a bit of an annoyance
though. Its very fun to drive, nice road handaling, and amazing off road handling. Great go any
where do anything vehicle. Room for everyone Read More. Darn I really liked the body of the
car. Read More. Lux or 1st edition model is the only way to go with this model. Wish it were a bit
taller thus making it easier to get into. Other than that, great car. This truck is downright
amazing in bad weather and less than favorable conditions and the ride is always smooth and
responsive. The Trail Edition is a pretty rare find as far as trim packages go on th Over all 4
stars love this car, would get one again in the future. It's very roomy, kid safe, family friendly..
Like the look and all weather capabilities. Dislike that its hard to find mechanics that will work
on them! I found a great site on the internet, roverparts. What cars can drive the best B roads in
Wales at speeds to rival a sports car, and then drive home along byways with warning signs
saying 'unsuitable for motor vehicles'? Well, that's exactly what we Have you driven a Land
Rover Discovery? Rank This Car. User Reviews. David writes:. Is this helpful? Yes No. Mike
writes:. Cons: Repairs. Rick writes:. Alberto writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: it's English so it was super well appointed and despite the lift and aggressive tires,rode super
plush! Carl writes:. Alan writes:. Cons: The daily grind. Tim writes:. Pros: fun. Cons: reliability.
Candice David writes:. Cons: if your want somthing fast forget it. Pros: easy to mod for off
roading. Josh writes:. Pros: Very reliable,. Cons: Funky repairs tend to get annoying. Reviews
From Other Years. Read all Land Rover Discovery reviews. Read all 3 Land Rover Discovery
reviews. Read all 17 Land Rover Discovery reviews. Read all 13 Land Rover Discovery reviews.
Cars compared to Land Rover Discovery. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for
Sale. Select Year Pros: Getting to work in the snow or torrential rain Cons: The daily grind 2 of 3
people found this review helpful. Pros: fun Cons: reliability 2 of 3 people found this review
helpful. Pros: Loads of room inside, a great tow car, nice and solid Cons: if your want somthing
fast forget it 4 of 4 people found this review helpful. Pros: easy to mod for off roading Cons: fuel
costs and high maintenance required Pros: Very reliable, Cons: Funky repairs tend to get
annoying 3 of 3 people found this review helpful. Bought to replace my '93 Jeep Grand
Cherokee I much prefer this vehicle it's without a doubt 'stylish', but my main objective its
reputation as 'hardy', which it has show to be from date of purchase to now. The redeeming
quality of the Discovery is its absolute authority offroad Fulltime 4wheel is a blessing, much
better than my older Jeep. This Landrover Discovery has been in the family for 12 years. At first
it was a city slicker in lexington KY then we moved to hazard KY. It spent about five more years
as a daily driver to and from work. Then we sold it. One year later we bought it back when we
started to miss it. Good choice. Then we started to fourwheel it on fourwheeler trails. It did
better than any of our friends Bronco, Jeep. We took all of the plastic out too. My Rover started
out hard Now this truck is far more than I would hope for in a 4WD. She'll take me places that
scare me to death, she's capable and sure footed, and she's apparently going to last forever.
Just what I wanted. This is my 2nd Discovery, my 1st on being a series 2, but my wife wrecked
it. I replaced it with a '96 series 1, and we love it. Our Disco has over k on it, and it runs great.

Just find parts online, much cheaper, then go to a local mechanic if you are not inclined to do
your own work. The engine is pretty much an aluminum block Oldsmobile V8. If you're buying
anything used, you can expect to throw a little money at it. Now, for less than 5 grand, I have
something way better than a Jeep. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about
the Discovery. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5
stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Excellent rig! Items per page:. Write a review See all
Discoveries for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Discovery. Sign Up. If the system cannot
find more Discovery SUVs listed in the site, Autopten will show you other vehicles available
from same style. If this Land Rover Discovery isn't the vehicle you are searching for, you may
also be interested in other affordable cars, trucks, SUVs and minivans available in Georgia and
listed below. For more good used cars at very low and affordable prices in Atlanta, GA, please
check our inventory online! This Land Rover Discovery is a great used 4x4 SUV perfect for
anyone looking for luxury, fun and comfort at a price easy to afford. It comes equipped with all
the features you want in a vehicle such as power windows, locks and mirrors, dual sunroof,
power seats, leather seats, aluminum wheels, roof rack, premium sound system, jump seats for
ride two more people at the cargo area, grill guard, towing package, etc. This Discovery SE7 4x4
stands out for being extremely solid and safe, having an excellent quality interior, wheels,
performance and coming fully loaded with all the toys already mentioned. Its overall condition is
decent but no great. Its original paint present some wear and tear as well as the leather
upholstery of the front seat. The overall condition of the body is decent and one of the
aluminum wheels is missing. This Land Rover Discovery SUV has a strong engine, a unique
style and is fun to drive, versatile, safe, great for off-road and also known for its long lasting life.
It seems you found a good car, but in case this silver Discovery year isn't the one you are
searching for, please check the links below:. Autopten promotes dealers from GA offering real
cheap cars on their inventories, e. Check them out:. Is this Discovery a good SUV? Let other
people know it sharing your thoughts. You can also report any issue or fraud with this ad. Start
Search or Select State. All Vehicles. Land Rover. Other Affordable Cars In Georgia If this Land
Rover Discovery isn't the vehicle you are searching for, you may also be interested in other
affordable cars, trucks, SUVs and minivans available in Georgia and listed below. They are also
mechanically inspected to be in good shape and good running condition before listed for sale.
Please, bear in mind that tax, title, and docs are not included in this low price. If you are out of
money and prefer to finance this SUV, we will make every effort to secure the best terms for you
if your credit record allows it. Check them out: Directory of cheapest car dealers in Georgia. No
comments yet. Newsletter Subscribe, and get first in your email, the best deals published. Try A
New Search. Notice to Bidders: All of the vehicles we list on eBay are for sale locally. We
reserve the right to end an auction early. All cars are immediately ready for delivery upon sale.
Please call to make arrangements for payment. Payment Types: Cash in person, Certified
Funds, Institutional Financing, Wire transfer All sales transactions must be completed within 7
calendar days of auction close. Please contact seller first for vehicle availability. Although every
effort is made to present accurate and reliable information, use of this information is voluntary,
and should only be deemed reliable after an independent review of its accuracy, completeness,
and timeliness. It is the sole responsibility of the customer to verify the existence of options,
accessories and the vehicle condition before time of sale. Any and all differences must be
addressed prior to time of sale. No expressed or implied warranties, including the availability or
condition of the equipment listed is made. EPA mileage estimates for comparison purposes
only. Actual mileage may vary depending on driving conditions, driving habits, and vehicle
maintenance. Finance - We recommend net Loan funding the nation's largest online vehicle
lender. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing was ended by the seller because the item is no longer
available. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Buyer is responsible for vehicle pickup or shipping. Start of add to list layer. Add
to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Jan 14, PST. Will ship to Ukraine. Read item
description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Full size photos. Stock :. Vehicle Description.
Mechanical Features 14 Gauge boxed steel ladder frame 16" x 7. A complete vehicle history
report is available for this vehicle View History Report. Vehicle Warranty. We are a licensed and
bonded used automobile dealer in the state of Texas. Our experience and knowledge of the
industry is tremendous that gives us the advantage and the ability to pick the finest and most

desirable pristine vehicles. We operate out of wholesale warehouse using the internet as the
only storefront with no fancy freeway location. This keeps overhead to an absolute minimum,
which means we can offer you the lowest prices on truly pristine vehicles. We resell cars with
clean titles only; we never retail salvage, rebuilt, reconstructed, insurance claim, flood or other
gray market vehicles unless specifically noted. If a unique, very desirable and truly pristine
vehicle at the lowest possible price is what you are looking for, you need to look no further than
Roadsters Auto. Contact us for more details. Finance, Warranty, Shipping question? Call the
dealer at That's great; we can work with your local bank or credit union to get a deal done. In
most cases we can have all paperwork sent over to them the same day you call. They have a
professional staff that specializes in the customs information and transportation of your vehicle
door to door in both open and enclosed trucks. We reserve the right to cancel all existing bids
and end the auction early should the item no longer be available for sale. Texas Residents are
Also subject to 6. Out of State buyers may register and pay applicable taxes in their home state.
The vehicle shall be delivered F. It is agreed by all parties in relation to any transaction
involving this vehicle that the proper venue for any legal proceedings and arbitration shall be
Harris County, Texas. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original Titles up to 29
days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While I usually have all titles in my possession at
closing, there occasions where I may be waiting for them to arrive. So please call us. We will do
our best to assist you with shipping but we assume no responsibility for shipping or damages
incurred after the vehicle leaves our location. The buyer is responsible for all shipping costs,
Damage, loss during shipping. We do our best to make our vehicles look great, but please
realize that they may have minor flaws in the paint or interior. Some vehicles may have had prior
touch up to cover excessive microchips or scratches, but all our work is done by professionals.
We would be more than happy to go over the entire vehicle with you on the phone if you so
desire. Not all vehicles have a full set of keys, books, CD Cartridges, floor mats and other loose
items. Vehicles may have additional miles due to local test drives ranging from miles. Please
call if you have any questions or concerns. In case they refused to do so roadsters auto is not
responsible for any repairs. Out of state buyers are not cha
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rged tax, title, or license but are responsible for the documentation fee. The customer is
responsible for registering the vehicle in their home state. You will receive 60 day in-transit
tags. Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All rights
reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not
responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any
questions about the reports, contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition:
Used. Ended: Jan 14, PST. Shipping: Will ship to Ukraine. Item location: Houston, Texas, United
States. Seller: roadsterauto-tx Seller's other items. Call the dealer at General Terms Notice to
Bidders: All of the vehicles we list on eBay are for sale locally.

